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Background. Diffuse optical techniques can provide deep-tissue measurements of tissue metabolism and 
molecular composition. These measurements are non-invasive, safe, and require no exogenous contrast 
agents. Frequency Domain Diffuse Optical Spectroscopy (FD-DOS) is highly quantitative diffuse optical 
technique that utilizes intensity-modulated near-infrared light in the RF frequency range (50 MHz - 1 
GHz) to generate so-called photon density waves that travel through tissue as a coherent phase front. The 
amplitude and phase of these photon density waves is altered by tissue, providing a means to separate the 
effects of optical absorption and scattering. Analytic and Monte-Carlo based inverse models are used to 
relate optical properties (coefficient of absorption, μa and the reduced coefficient of scattering, μs’) to 
changes in amplitude and phase measured at the detector. Absorption determined at multiple wavelengths 
is used to extract chromophore concentrations (e.g. oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, water, lipids, 
collagen) using Beer’s Law.  
Clinical Applications. Clinical versions of FD-DOS are being used by our group to non-invasively 
monitor patients with breast cancer and osteosarcoma (i.e. bone cancer) during treatment with 
chemotherapy [1]. The goal of these studies is to identify optical biomarkers that indicate early treatment 
response. Once established, these optical biomarkers could be utilized to identify the approximately 20% 
of patients who have intrinsic chemotherapy resistance, allowing physicians to modify their treatment 
plans to improve outcomes and avoid unwarranted side effects. We will discuss the latest results from two 
clinical studies utilizing FD-DOS to monitor chemotherapy response.  
Next Generation Diffuse Optics. FD-DOS measurements require the ability to accurately measure low-
light levels (nW) and phase shifts with accuracy of approximately 1°. In the past, this has limited both the 
optical sources and detectors used for these systems to banks of separate fiber-coupled edge-emitting 
lasers and either avalanche photodiodes (APDs) or photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). These components are 
generally bulky and incorporate high voltage (HV) supplies, external preamplifiers, thermoelectric 
cooling, and RF shielding. This presentation will discuss new diffuse optical methods that utilize 
miniaturized optical sources and detectors for wearable probes like the one shown below [2] Wearable 
frequency domain probes will provide new opportunities to monitor cancer patients in real-time. 
 

 
Figure 1. New miniaturized optical sources and detectors are enabling the first direct tissue contact Frequency Domain Diffuse 
Optical Spectroscopy (FD-DOS) wearable probes. a.) A vertical cavity side emitting laser (VCSEL) containing five elements that 
emit four different near-infrared wavelengths: 660 nm, 680 nm, 775 nm, and 795 nm. b.) An APD and transimpedance amplifier 
are contained in a 5.3 mm x 3.0 mm x 1.2 mm surface mount package. c.) The VCSEL and APD as part of a custom designed 
miniaturized optode (miniOptode). 
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